
Read each situation, and match it to the onomatopoeia that is the closest to the

sound produced.

1) Stella's teeth are shivering in cold. A) sizzle -

2) Little drops of water are falling slowly. B) knock-

3) Carter and Luna are walking through swamps. C) chatter-

4) Mom is frying sausages for Julian. D) clink -

5) Madison and Camilla are bursting balloons. E) ahem-

6) Tom is accelerating the car to reach work early. F) squelch-

7) Asher is tapping the door repeatedly. G) pop-

8) Dad is clearing his throat to attract attention. H) crunch-

9) Workers are walking over the gravel. I) vroom-

10) Nathan is dropping the ice into the glass. J) drip-
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Read each situation, and match it to the onomatopoeia that is the closest to the

sound produced.

41) Stella's teeth are shivering in cold. A) sizzle -

72) Little drops of water are falling slowly. B) knock-

13) Carter and Luna are walking through swamps. C) chatter-

104) Mom is frying sausages for Julian. D) clink -

85) Madison and Camilla are bursting balloons. E) ahem-

36) Tom is accelerating the car to reach work early. F) squelch-

57) Asher is tapping the door repeatedly. G) pop-

8) Dad is clearing his throat to attract attention. H) crunch- 9

9) Workers are walking over the gravel. I) vroom- 6

10) Nathan is dropping the ice into the glass. J) drip- 2
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